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To consider the motivation

To consider our point of 
inflection and reflection

To consider the challenge

To consider the rationale for 
OWLI



Our 
Motivation:
Curiosity

Our 
Motivation:
Imagination

Our 
Motivation:
Determination



At a Point of 
Inflection



At a Point of 
Inflection





At a Point of 
Reflection

From BBC News (Sunday 13th June 2021) 

If this is the state of our home – then shouldn’t we address these 
pressing challenges before looking at off world challenges? 



We realise the 
challenge we 

face 

We need to draw 
on all sources of 
possible solution 



The Challenge of 
Off World Living

• Mission setting and value appraisal

• Essential data gathering > Essential reconnaissance 
technologies

• Launchers / Landers / Transit Systems

• The machine phase

• The human enablement phase

• The ‘mobile home’ phase

• The ‘cave dweller’ phase

• The ‘trailer park’ phase 

• The ‘hamlet’ phase

• ….

Consider what we must not do

• Kill those bold adventurers – real risk – hence the essential 
role for machines 

• Fail to consider the harm and duress that these adventurers 
will be exposed to

• Fail to appreciate the enormity of the challenge as 
presented:

• Politically

• Financially

• Scientifically

• Technologically

• Fail to manage the uncertainty and the risk

• The Power and Determination needed –
over the timescale required:
• Political leadership (capital and lowercase)

• Regulatory regime

• Money

• Public and media support

• The Science and Knowledge
• Hard/soft; pure/applied; natural/social – all 

sciences – and new blended and new emergent

• Gathered knowledge coupled with modelling, 
simulation and rehearsal

• Technologies
• Traditional

• Emergent

• New

• Yet to be imagined:
• Challenge ‘pull’

• Trajectory ‘push’



The rationale 
for OWLI

• UCL was founded on principles of being radical, realistic and exploratory 

• It is now a large and ‘full’ university with excellent connections across 
sectors and geographies 

• Off World Living is a topic that is ‘ripe’ for UCL to focus on and contribute 
to

• Research:

• Evolving the known – engineering /architecture / anthropology / laws / policy

• Developing the emerging – autonomous robotics / new material creation (e.g. 
regolith + lunar water) / AI/ML / 3D printing 

• Founding the new – OWL new scientific areas, e.g. ‘one-stop’ autonomous ‘local’ 
material creation, manipulation and habitat formation

• OWL will require collaboration and cooperation at a scale rarely seen 

• Owning OWL is not the point – contributing to it is

• At an OWL workshop held in May 2021 with ESA we touched upon:

• Recognised that ESA/NASA et al are ‘committed’ to getting humans to the Moon and 
on to Mars

• Considering extreme environments: from humanitarian relief challenges to advanced 
knitted fabrics for the suits needed for long space voyage

• That this endeavour is going to involve all sectors: public, private, academic, non-
profit, citizens

• That notions of Off World “Living” are circa 100 years away – the challenge is that great 
and the fear of failure that strong 



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

• Owls sit well in trees

• OWLI sits well at UCL

• UCL with OWLI has potential for 
the next 100 years to:

• Teach new students OWL issues, 
challenges and topics – and how 
we can apply them to our precious 
planet at a precarious time

• Research the many (many) topics 
that we will need to master

• Engage with those fascinated by 
OWL

• Enterprise opportunities for new 
invention, innovation, collaboration 
and knowledge exchange

https://www.flickr.com/photos/122259497@N03/18914184903
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


So, what have we learned?

• If humans can – humans will try

• Our state of knowledge, technology and confidence is driving the quest to get humans 
to the Moon and then to Mars

• To achieve the quest of off world living will require tenacity, collaboration and new 
solutions and discoveries – with potential payoffs for our planet at a time of need

• The role for a university such as UCL in considering ‘all things OWL’ is clear, obvious 
and truly exciting


